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	Over the last few decades, energy minimization methods have become an established
	paradigm to resolve a variety of challenges in the fields of computer vision
	and pattern recognition. While traditional approaches to computer vision were
	often based on a heuristic sequence of processing steps and merely allowed a
	very limited theoretical understanding of the respective methods, most state-ofthe-
	art methods are nowadays based on the concept of computing solutions to a given problem by minimizing the respective energies.


	This volume contains the papers presented at the 8th International Conference
	on Energy Minimization Methods in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
	(EMMCVPR 2011), held at the Radisson Royal Hotel in Saint Petersburg,
	July 25–27, 2011. These papers demonstrate that energy minimization methods
	have become a mature field of research spanning a broad range of areas from
	discrete graph theoretic approaches and Markov random fields to variational
	methods and partial differential equations. Application areas include image segmentation
	and tracking, shape optimization and registration, inpainting and
	image denoising, color and texture modeling, statistics and learning. Overall, we
	received 52 high-quality submissions. Based on the reviewer recommendations,
	after double-blind review process 30 papers were selected for publication, 16 as
	oral and 14 as poster presentations.


	Both oral and poster papers were attributed the same number of pages in
	the conference proceedings. Furthermore, we were delighted that three leading
	experts from the fields of computer vision and energy minimization, namely,
	Andrew Blake (Microsoft Research), Emmanuel Candes (Stanford University),
	Alan Yuille (UCLA), and Vladimir Kolmogorov (IST Austria), agreed to further
	enrich the conference with inspiring keynote lectures.


	We would like to express our gratitude to those who made this event possible
	and contributed to its success. In particular, our Program Committee of top
	international experts in the field provided excellent reviews. A major donation
	from Microsoft Research and a financial contribution from Yandex covered a
	significant part of the conference expenses. We are grateful to Andrew Delong,
	Lena Gorelick, and a grant from the University of Western Ontario for covering
	the conference’s printing needs. Anna Medvedeva provided very helpful local administrative
	support. It is our belief that this conference will help to advance the
	field of energy minimization methods and to further establish the mathematical
	foundations of computer vision.
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Analog BiCMOS Design: Practices and PitfallsCRC Press, 1999
This book presents practical methods and pitfalls encountered in the design of biCMOS integrated circuits. It is intended as a reference for design engineers and as a text for an introductory course on analog integrated circuit design for engineering seniors and graduate students. Abroad range of topics are covered with the intent of giving new...
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Pro Silverlight 2 in C# 2008 (Windows.Net)Apress, 2008
Silverlight is a lightweight browser plug–in that frees your code from the traditional confines of the browser. It’s a rules–changing, groundbreaking technology that allows you to run rich client applications right inside the browser. Even more impressively, it’s able to host true .NET applications in non–Microsoft...
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Professional Web APIs with PHP: eBay, Google, Paypal, Amazon, FedEx plus Web FeedsWrox Press, 2006
As the only book that details how to integrate different APIs and web feeds in PHP so websites can leverage content from eBay, Google, PayPal, Amazon, and FedEx, this hands-on guide takes you step by step through each stage of the API process. Experienced PHP programmer Paul Michael Reinheimer walks you through the production and consumption angles...
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Semiconductors and the Information Revolution: Magic Crystals that made IT HappenAcademic Press, 2009
This book sets out to explain the development of modern electronic systems and devices from the viewpoint of the semiconductor materials (germanium, silicon, gallium arsenide and many others) which made them possible. It covers the scientific understanding of these materials and its intimate relationship with their technology and many applications....
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Design Patterns Explained: A New Perspective on Object-Oriented DesignAddison Wesley, 2001
"...I would expect that readers with a basic understanding of object-oriented programming and design would find this book useful, before approaching design patterns completely. Design Patterns Explained complements the existing design patterns texts and may perform a very useful role, fitting between...
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Leading IT Projects: The IT Manager's GuideAuerbach Publications, 2008
Senior level IT managers are responsible for a wide variety of development projects. For the most part, these individual projects are handled by project managers. However, IT managers must be conversant in the field of project management. Additionally, they must understand the dynamics of managing the project manager and be familiar with the skill...
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